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UiPath Brings Robotic Process
Automation to SAP Applications to Speed
Digital Transformation
NEW YORK & ORLANDO, Fla.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- The leading Robotic Process
Automation (RPA) company UiPath enables businesses that use SAP solutions to accelerate
their digital transformation, automate critical business operations and ease migrations to
SAP S/4HANA®. UiPath will be showcasing its solutions at the SAPPHIRE NOW® and
ASUG Annual Conference being held May 7-9 in Orlando, Florida in booth #943.

“We see customers able to drive stronger ROI for their SAP investments with our RPA
platform by simplifying the connection between SAP and non-SAP applications easily and
with fast time to value; our software robots are able to move across applications
seamlessly,” said Peter Villeroy, Global SAP Practice Director at UiPath. “Businesses are
deploying RPA to automate mundane back office processes in finance, supply chain and HR
and moving people to more value-added functions.”

UiPath not only supports automation across all SAP Business Suite applications, SAP
S/4HANA, SAP® SuccessFactors®, SAP® Ariba®, SAP® Concur® and others, but
integrates to other vendor applications and custom applications to accelerate end-to-end
processes through UI automation and eliminating manual tasks. And as businesses make
the transition to SAP S/4HANA, UiPath’s RPA platform eases the migration process by
automating important steps. UiPath solves challenges with AI skills such as Computer Vision
that enable human-like recognition of user interfaces, using a mix of AI, optical character
recognition (OCR), text fuzzy-matching and an anchoring system to tie it all together. This
allows UiPath’s robots to “see” the screen and visually identify all the elements, rather than
relying on their hidden properties, IDs and other metadata.

The company will demonstrate the power of the UiPath RPA platform combined with SAP
applications and complementary solutions from UiPath partners, such as EY, IBM and
Microsoft, at booth #943, and speak at the following sessions:

Robotic Process Automation: The New Enterprise Superpower
UiPath’s Robotic Process Automation empowers thousands of enterprises to accelerate
their digital transformation by embracing automation and AI. Learn how cognitive robots
deliver significant benefits to SAP customers by connecting applications, automating
processes and simplifying your migration to SAP S/4HANA.

Accelerate Your SAP S/4HANA Migration with UiPath RPA and EY
UiPath and EY are helping SAP customers speed up the move to SAP S/4HANA by fully
automating the regression testing process that normally takes months of highly skilled
labor. Through real-world examples, learn how to minimize the cost and disruption to
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daily business during your migration. See how RPA can accelerate your SAP S/4HANA
future.

Using Robotic Process Automation to Transform Your Finance Department
Robotic Process Automation helps finance reduce costs, errors and risks, and speeds
up your key processes such as order to cash, invoice processing and financial close. As
the on-ramp for AI, RPA accelerates digital transformation so you can drive extraordinary
business performance and spend more time on strategic projects.

How to Improve Customer/Employee Experience Across the Enterprise with RPA
Automation is changing the nature of work and customer engagement. Join us to
discover how RPA is used across the enterprise – in HR, procurement, sales and even
customer service – to gain competitive advantage, speed up work and improve
employee and customer experience. Learn how to think automation first – with SAP at
the center of it all.

SAPPHIRE NOW and ASUG Annual Conference are the world’s premier business
technology event and largest SAP customer-run conference, offering attendees the
opportunity to learn and network with customers, SAP executives, partners and experts
across the entire SAP ecosystem.

About UiPath

UiPath is leading the “automation first” era – championing one robot for every person,
delivering free and open training and collaboration and enabling robots to learn new skills
through AI and machine learning. Led by a commitment to bring digital era skills to more
than a million people, the company’s enterprise Robotic Process Automation (RPA) platform
has already automated millions of repetitive, mind-numbing tasks for business and
government organizations all over the world, improving productivity, customer experience
and employee job satisfaction.

Recently named by Comparably as the 6th happiest place to work and the 11th best
company culture among large businesses, UiPath is one of the fastest growing and highest-
valued AI enterprise software companies worldwide.

SAP, SAPPHIRE NOW, SAP S/4HANA, and other SAP products and services mentioned
herein as well as their respective logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP SE
(or an SAP affiliate company) in Germany and other countries. See
http://www.sap.com/corporate-en/legal/copyright/index.epx for additional trademark
information and notices. All other product and service names mentioned are the trademarks
of their respective companies.
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